Parametric Reshaping of Portraits in Videos
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Figure 1: Our parametric reshaping method allows users to reshape the portrait in a video footage easily by simply adjusting a reshaping parameter. Given an input portrait video sequence (second row), our approach can reshape the portrait in the video with weight-change such that the face appears thinner (the first row) or rounder (the third row), respectively.

ABSTRACT
Sharing short personalized videos to various social media networks has become quite popular in recent years. This raises the need for digital retouching of portraits in videos. However, applying portrait image editing directly on portrait video frames cannot generate smooth and stable video sequences. To this end, we present a robust and easy-to-use parametric method to reshape the portrait in a video to produce smooth retouched results. Given an input portrait video, our method consists of two main stages: stabilized face reconstruction, and continuous video reshaping. In the first stage, we start by estimating face rigid pose transformations across video frames. Then we jointly optimize multiple frames to reconstruct an accurate face identity, followed by recovering face expressions over the entire video. In the second stage, we first reshape the reconstructed 3D face using a parametric reshaping model reflecting the weight change of the face, and then utilize the reshaped 3D face to guide the warping of video frames. We develop a novel signed distance function based dense mapping method for the warping between face contours before and after reshaping, resulting in stable warped video frames with minimum distortions. In addition, we use the 3D structure of the face to correct the dense mapping to achieve temporal consistency. We generate the final result by minimizing the background distortion through optimizing a content-aware warping mesh. Extensive experiments show that our method is able to create visually pleasing results by adjusting a simple reshaping parameter, which facilitates portrait video editing for social media and visual effects.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Due to the recent development of social networks and personalized media, more and more people have become active to share their own photos and videos to others using mobile phones. Portrait editing techniques are often utilized to create special portrait effects through face stretch, exaggeration, beautification, etc., such that the resultant portraits are more appealing. Research attention has also been focused on different face retouching methods to edit face colors, textures, styles, and even shapes for portrait images [14] [20] [29] [27]. Compared with portrait images, portrait video editing has been much less explored. Although video can be directly processed by applying image editing to each individual video frame, this can easily lead to various artifacts due to the lack of editing consistency and temporal coherence across neighboring video frames.

Our aim is to generate high-quality portrait video reshaping results (see Figure 1) by editing the overall shape of the portrait faces according to natural face deformation in real world. This can be used for applications such as shapely face generation for beautification, and face exaggeration for visual effects. Compared with portrait image reshaping [29][27], we also employ a 3D face reconstruction based approach to guide 2D portrait editing with faithful face deformation in 3D. However, for plausible video reshaping, a key difference in our setting is that our new problem requires the consistency and coherency of the reshaped portraits over the entire video. This new requirement poses two challenges in practice, i.e., how to achieve consistency and coherency not only on the reconstructed 3D faces, but also on the reshaped video frames.

In this paper, we present a parametric reshaping method that can generate quality reshaped portrait videos. Given an input video, our method contains two main stages to address the above two challenges. The first stage mainly focuses on consistent and coherent face reconstruction. Based on a state-of-the-art face parametric model, we employ a multi-phase optimization that robustly estimates pose transformations, face identity parameters, and face expression parameters, respectively. Our method particularly concerns the face contour’s stability in face tracking to avoid artifacts after reshaping. To estimate a consistent face identity across all frames, we jointly optimize the representative frames rather than all frames to reduce computational cost. The energy terms in the optimization are carefully chosen through extensive ablation study by taking both spatial-temporal coherence and computational efficiency into consideration. The second stage attempts to generate reshaped video frames without visual artifacts. Guided by reshaped faces in 3D, we employ a content-aware image warping method to deform each frame. To avoid warping artifacts caused by face occlusions after reshaping, we use a SDF to construct the dense 2D mapping of the face contour before and after reshaping. In addition, we use the 3D structure of the face to correct the dense mapping. The dense 2D mapping is then transferred to a sparse set of grid points to warp video frames.

We evaluate our work on a variety of videos with different portrait characteristics including gender, face color, hair style, pose variations, etc. The results in the paper and supplemental video both demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of our work. Extensive comparisons with different design choices also verify the superiority of our method.

The major contributions of this work are summarized as the following:

- We present the first robust parametric reshaping approach for high-quality reshaped portrait video generation.
- We propose an efficient and stable 3D face reconstruction method using a multi-phase optimization strategy with a refined dense flow energy.
- We propose an effective correspondence estimation method based on signed distance function and 3D information to deform a portrait video without artifacts.

2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss previous approaches that are relevant to our method. As there is no prior work on parametric reshaping of portraits in videos, we organize this section according to the two stages of our method by reviewing related works on video-based reconstruction and video deformation, respectively.

2.1 Video based face reconstruction

Morphable Model. Monocular 3D face reconstruction is an ill-posed optimization problem, which requires priors of face identity and expression. Blanz and Vetter [2] proposed the 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) using principal component analysis (PCA) on 3D scans, which can be used as identity priors for reconstruction. Blend-shapes Model [13] offered expression priors using faces with the same topology but different expressions. Over the past years, a variety of works used both linear models and their extensions for face reconstruction [8]. Surrey Face Model proposed by Huber et al. [9] is a multi-resolution 3DMM that contains different mesh resolution levels. Booth et al. [3] extended 3DMM by combining a statistical model of face shape with an “in-the-wild” texture model to reduce illumination parameters in optimization. Rapid progress has been made for improving reconstruction speed, accuracy, and ease of use even in unconstrained conditions [30]. However, the type and amount of training data constrained the performance of linear 3DMM. Tran and Liu [25] proposed to learn a nonlinear 3DMM from face images rather than 3D face scans to produce a more extensive database. Tran et al. [24] further improved the nonlinear 3DMM in both learning objective and network architecture to achieve high-fidelity face reconstruction results. Based on a set of 4,000 high resolution facial scans, Li et al. [15] proposed a deep-learning based morphable face model.

Video based reconstruction. Although portrait video contains abundant frames, the joint optimization of face pose, identity, and expression is still challenging. Simply adding more constraints to the optimization is hard to achieve satisfactory results. Thies et al. [23] used model-based non-rigid bundle adjustment over keyframes with different head poses. Cao et al. [5] proposed the on-the-fly method for face tracking using a dynamic rigidity prior learned from realistic datasets. This method can achieve plausible results when the landmarks are stable and mostly visible. However, the reconstruction of the current frame depends on the result of the previous frame. If the landmarks are not accurate enough or very different between frames, it is still challenging to achieve accurate and continuous results.
2.2 Portrait video deformation

For reducing image distortion after face editing, content-aware image warping becomes a powerful tool in a wide range of editing applications [11] [19] [27]. However, it is challenging to generate continuous and stable deformations across all video frames because the mappings from source to target of consecutive frames are usually inconsistent. Chen et al. [7] noticed the importance of a consistent blending boundary and presented a video blending approach to merge the gradient of source and target videos. Thies et al. [22] transferred expressions by mapping the expression parameters from the source to the target without changing other parameters, such that the target identity, rigid head motion, and scene lighting can be preserved. Moreover, portrait video attributes such as head pose, facial expression, scene illumination can be manipulated by GAN-based methods [21] [16] [28] [6].

3 OVERVIEW

This work proposes a novel method that parametrically reshapes a portrait video, making the resultant portrait sequence realistic and stable. This requires robust extraction of portrait shapes from the video and consistent deformation of video frames to reshape the portraits, which are all addressed by our method.

Figure 2 shows the pipeline of our method. Given a portrait image sequence, our method consists of two main stages. In the first stage (Section 4), we utilize a video-based face reconstruction approach to faithfully reconstruct high-quality face identity with stable poses and expressions. We first estimate the head pose in each frame, which is crucial to estimate a consistent identity across frames. Then we find the k frames that best represent the face identity and jointly optimize a consistent face identity. Finally we estimate the face expression of each frame to achieve the whole 3D face sequence.

In the second stage (Section 5), we generate reshaped faces in 3D based on the reconstruction results, then leverage deformed faces in 3D to guide the reshaped portrait video generation in 2D. We first reshape the reconstructed 3D neutral face model and combine it with facial expression and pose for each video frame. We then employ an SDF based method to construct a 2D dense mapping of the face contour before and after reshaping. A content-aware warping optimization is used to deform portrait frames according to reshaped faces in 3D, resulting in the final reshaped portrait video.

4 VIDEO BASED FACE RECONSTRUCTION

In this section, we first describe the parametric face model and the objectives that our optimization is based on. Then we elaborate how we optimize face pose, identity, and expression step by step while taking into account robustness and efficiency.

4.1 Parametric Face Model and Objectives

The parametric face model can be represented via a linear combination of identity basis vectors and expression basis vectors:

$$s = a_s + \sum_{i=1}^{m_s} \alpha_i b_i^s + \sum_{i=1}^{m_e} \beta_i b_i^e,$$

(1)
where $a_i \in R^{3n}$ is the mean face identity ($n$ is the number of vertices of the face), $b_i^f \in R^{3n}$ is one of the $m_f$ identity basis vectors, and $b_i^e \in R^{3n}$ is one of the $m_e$ expression basis vectors. $\alpha = [a_1, ..., a_{m_f}]$, $\beta = [\beta_1, ..., \beta_{m_e}]$ are the identity coefficients and expression coefficients, respectively.

The parametric face model proposed by Huber et al. [9] consists of $m_f = 63$ facial identity coefficients and $m_e = 6$ expression coefficients. Although this model does not express ample expressions, it is capable of representing common portrait faces.

We denote the projection operator by $\Pi : R^3 \rightarrow R^2$, which maps the k-th mesh vertex to image coordinate $p_i \in R^2$ as:

$$p_i = \Pi(r, t, \alpha, \beta)_k,$$

where $r \in R^3$ and $t \in R^3$ are the rotation and translation parameters of the face model, respectively. Now we present our objective energy terms based on the aforementioned parameters which will be used in the latter optimization.

**Landmark energy.** We denote a set of 2D facial landmark indices as $L = \{L_1, ..., L_{NL_L}\}$ ($NL$ is the number of landmarks). The first objective aims to match all 3D landmarks to their corresponding 2D landmarks after projection (assume 2D and 3D landmark indices are the same for simplicity):

$$E_{land} = \|\|\Pi(r, t, \alpha, \beta)_i - p_i\|\|_{\forall i \in L}.\]

**Contour energy.** The part of face away from the camera is likely to have offset landmarks in 2D due to the incomplete face region induced by occlusion (see an example in Figure 8(a) near the eye). Therefore we also define a contour energy to match face boundary between 3D and 2D. Note that the boundary of the projected 3D face model will change when the pose changes, and thus it is impossible to obtain the accurate boundary. However, as our method estimates face rigid pose first (see Section 4.2), we can utilize the boundary of the approximate 3D face model obtained from the rigid pose estimation step to constrain the alignment.

Then the contour energy can be expressed as follows:

$$E_{contour} = \|\|\Pi(r, t, \alpha, \beta)_i - p_i\|\|_{\forall i \in L_K}.$$

where $L_K$ is the set of indices of contour landmarks, and $k$ is the corresponding vertex’s index on the 3D face boundary.

**Alignment energy.** By now, we can define the alignment energy as the linear combination of landmark energy and contour energy:

$$E_{align} = E_{land} + \sigma E_{contour}.$$

Empirically, we set $\sigma = 0.5$.

**Prior energy.** A regularization term is also defined to constrain the reconstructed face to be regular in face space:

$$E_{prior} = w_{prior} (||\alpha||_2 + ||\beta||_2),$$

where $w_{prior}$ is the weight of the regularization. We empirically set $w_{prior}$ as 0.4.

**Temporal coherence energy.** Typically the temporal coherence energy reduces the parameter difference between previous frame and current frame. The expression coherence term can be defined as:

$$E_{temp} = \|\|\beta - \beta'\|\|^2.$$

Similarly, the pose coherence term can be defined as:

$$E_{pose} = \|\|r - r'\|\|^2 + \gamma ||t - t'||^2,$$

where $\gamma$ is the parameter to balance the effect of translation and rotation. In our experiment, we set $\gamma$ as the reciprocal of face length. Then the overall temporal coherence energy is defined as:

$$E_{temp} = E_{temp} + \sigma E_{temp},$$

where we set $\sigma = 2$ in our experiments.

**Dense flow energy.** Inspired by Cao et al. [5], we use optical flow to construct dense correspondences to overcome landmark detection errors. With pose parameter $t'$, $r'$ and expression coefficients $\beta'$ from the previous frame, the dense flow energy is defined as:

$$E_{optic} = \|\|\Pi(r, t, \alpha, \beta)_i - \Pi(r', t', \alpha, \beta')_i - U_i\|\|_{\forall i \in L_B},$$

where $U_i$ is the motion vector. As expression change is not our main concern, we define the energy term only on face contour $L_B$ rather than the full face, which also reduces computational cost without affecting visual quality. However, artifacts occur when the optical flow map is inaccurate on face contour due to occlusions caused by other objects (see Figure 3 for a failure case). The change of optical flow on the face contour is mainly induced by camera movement and face pose transformations. Besides, the occluded regions may have different values on the flow map. Employing a low-frequency filter to eliminate the outliers can preserve the correct part.

### 4.2 Stabilized Face Tracking

Reconstructing face shape on the fly is convenient for real-time applications. However, it is hard to ensure that the identity reconstructed from the first frame is the same as that from the last frame. In contrast, joint optimization for all frames can achieve a consistent face identity but is too costly. As such, we first estimate the face pose for each frame, and then choose the consecutive $k$ frames which best represent the face identity coefficients. After that, we apply joint optimization for these $k$ frames to achieve the accurate face identity. Finally we estimate the expression coefficients of each frame to obtain the final reconstruction result. The advantage of approximating face pose first is that face poses provide stable projected face contours and face regions in 2D, which enables us to employ the contour energy and revised dense flow energy defined in Section 4.1 for identity and expression reconstruction.

#### 4.2.1 Rigid Pose Estimation

Based on the objectives defined in Section 4.1, the pose estimation energy is defined as:

$$E_{pose} = \lambda_{land} E_{land} + \lambda_{temp} E_{temp} + \lambda_{optic} E_{optic},$$

where $\lambda_{land}$, $\lambda_{temp}$, and $\lambda_{optic}$ are the weights for each term.

---

**Figure 3:** Inaccurate optical flow map due to occluded face (a) may lead to failed results (b) by simply applying Eqn. 10. (c) shows our correct result.
where we empirically set $\lambda_{\text{land}} = 0.6$, $\lambda_{\text{temp}}^{\text{pose}} = 0.9$, and $\lambda_{\text{optic}} = 0.5$. At this stage, we fix the identity parameters and expression parameters. Our extensive experiments show that such a strategy enables us to achieve more stable final results as the energy terms involving all variables may conflict with each other during the optimization.

4.2.2 Identity Estimation. It is hard to estimate the full shape of a face if only partial face is visible in the image. After pose estimation, we choose the consecutive $k$ ($k \leq 10$) frames whose faces are facing to the camera, and apply bundle optimization [26] to these frames. Based on the above and the objectives defined in Section 4.1, the identity estimation energy is defined as:

$$E_{\text{identity}} = \sum_{i}^k \left[ \lambda_{\text{align}}(E_{\text{align}}) + \lambda_{\text{optic}}(E_{\text{optic}}) + \lambda_{\text{temp}}(E_{\text{temp}}) + (E_{\text{prior}}) \right].$$

(12)

To estimate the face identity as accurate as possible, we intentionally increase the weight of the landmark energy term $E_{\text{align}}$. In our experiments, we set $\lambda_{\text{align}} = 0.7$, $\lambda_{\text{optic}} = 0.1$, and $\lambda_{\text{temp}} = 0.2$.

4.2.3 Expression Estimation. After shape estimation, we solve for face expressions by fixing shape coefficients. Similar to $E_{\text{shape}}$, we can define the expression energy as follows:

$$E_{\text{expr}} = \lambda_{\text{align}}(E_{\text{align}}) + \lambda_{\text{optic}}(E_{\text{optic}}) + \lambda_{\text{temp}}(E_{\text{temp}}) + (E_{\text{prior}}).$$

(13)

where we empirically set $\lambda_{\text{align}} = 0.9$, $\lambda_{\text{optic}} = 0.5$, and $\lambda_{\text{temp}} = 0.5$. However, we apply it for all video frames.

5 RESHAPING

In this section, we reshape the 3D faces reconstructed in the last section and use them to guide the generation of the reshaped portrait video. More specifically, given a reshaping parameter, we first use a linear regression model to generate the reshaped faces in each frame (Section 5.1). Then we employ image warping to deform each frame respecting the corresponding reshaped face (Section 5.2).

5.1 3D Face Reshaping

Xiao et al. [27] proposed a reshaping model to generate reshaped portrait images based on an estimated adjusting parameter. We extend this method from reshaping one monocular image to reshaping the whole image sequence. The reshaping model deforms the whole face by utilizing a scalar parameter $\delta$ as input. We denote the reshape operator as $f(X, \delta)$.

For a sequence of reconstructed 3D faces $X_i(\alpha, \beta^{(i)})$, where $\beta^{(i)}$ is the expression coefficients vector of the $i$-th frame, the reshaped 3D face model $X^*_i$ is defined as the linear combination of the neutral reshaped face model and the expression coefficients $\beta^{(i)}$.

$$X^*_i = f(X(\alpha, \beta_0), \delta) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} \beta^{(i)}_k b^e_k$$

(14)

where $\beta_0$ is the expression coefficients vector of the neutral face.

5.2 Consistent Video Deformation

Using the reshaped 3D faces as guidance, we warp each portrait image to generate the face with the target shape in 2D while avoiding visible artifacts. We first place a uniform grid $M_0 = \{u_i\}$ over the image as a warping proxy (see Figure 5 (a)), where $u_i$ denotes the 2D coordinates of the grid point on the image. Then we propose a new method to find a set of control points $\{u_i\} \in M_0$, which drive the image warping induced by the face deformation. Finally, we employ a least-square optimization to warp all the other grid points by minimizing the distortion of the entire grid.

Control points selection. It is straightforward to select control points directly on the 3D face model. Jain et al. [10] selected face mesh vertices and used their 2D projections as control points. However, some control points (mesh vertices) may be occluded (or may emerge) after face deformation and projection, which can significantly affect the warped face shape on the image and cause severe artifacts. Xiao et al. [27] utilized the closest grid points to the 2D face contour as control points. While their method works well for a single portrait, it ignores the occluded control points especially when enlarging a face. Therefore, such a method cannot ensure that the control points are still at the face contour after reshaping, which leads to noticeable inconsistent and incoherent video frames after warping.

As the original video is already continuous with the right content, after face reshaping, the control points need to be stabilized at the location that expresses the same semantic information. Hence the problem of selecting control points amounts to finding a mapping between face shape and control points before and after reshaping.

SDF based selection. We propose a SDF based method to establish consistent mapping of the image contour points before and after reshaping, and then transfer the mapping to control points. The benefit of stabilized face reconstruction is that the face contour in 3D is always complete, and its 2D projection gradually changes, which can be leveraged to achieve consistent and coherent control points selection. Note that unlike in 3D, semantically accurate face contour mapping in 2D does not always exist due to possible occlusions after reshaping and projection (e.g., face boundary partly blocked by nose but not as before), thus we employ an approximate mapping in practice as follows.

We first choose all face contour pixels of the original frame and map them to the reshaped face in 2D. We find that dense mapping of all contour pixels can further reduce inconsistency compared to sparse mapping of a subset of pixels (see comparison in Figure 10 and discussion in Section 6). We use the reconstructed 3D face model to guide the dense mapping. For each contour pixel, we first unproject it to the reconstructed 3D face model, then reshape the face model and project it back to the image to get its mapped pixel. This process cannot achieve consistent contour of 3D model after reshaping (see Figure 4 (b)). Therefore, we revise the incorrect mapping (by checking if the mapped pixel lies on the reshaped face contour) based on the SDF of the original 2D face contour (see pink contour in Figure 4 (c)). More specifically, for such a contour pixel, we move it along the gradient of the SDF until it meets the mapped pixel on the reshaped face contour in 2D (boundary of the projected 3D face after reshaping). This method still has problems in extreme cases where the mapping incorrectly maps nose points.
to cheeks points (see the boxed-out area both in Figure 4 (a) and (c)). For such cases, we remove the incorrect mappings according to the 3D structure information of each points (see Figure 4 (d)).

**Warping.** Based on the dense contour mapping, we select grid points \{u_k\} which are closest to the face contour. Then we employ moving least squares (MLS) deformation [18] to find the target position of \{u_k\} guided by the dense mapping. After that, we employ a least-square optimization to other grid points while fixing the control points to minimize the overall distortion (see Figure 5). We adds the linear bending term \(E_l\) and regularization term \(E_r\) proposed by Shih et al. [19]:

\[
E_l = \sum_i \sum_{j \in N(i)} \| (v_i - v_j) \times e_{ij} \|^2, \\
E_r = \sum_i \sum_{j \in N(i)} \| v_i - v_j \|^2.
\]

We empirically set the weights as \(\omega_l = 1, \omega_r = 0.8\).

### 6 EVALUATION

In this section, we extensively evaluate the proposed method, including testing on various examples, comparing with image reshaping based method, validating our method design choices with baselines, and presenting the performance and implementation details.

#### 6.1 Results

We test our method on a variety of portrait videos with different gender, hairstyle, skin color, etc. Figure 1 shows some sampled video frames generated by our method. It can be seen that our method can successfully reshape portraits without introducing visual artifacts. By changing the parameter \(\delta\), we can continuously adjust the portrait shape (either thinner or rounder) for potential face retouching and exaggeration applications. More examples and full video sequences can be found in the supplemental video.

#### 6.2 Comparison

As there is no prior work on parametric reshaping of portraits in videos, we take the parametric reshaping method of portrait images [27] as the baseline for comparison. Given a portrait video footage, for a frame shown in Figure 6(a), as the nose occludes the side face of the portrait, the method of Xiao et al. [27] will produce obvious artifacts (see Figure 6(b)) near the tip of the nose because of their sparse mapping, which is successfully solved using our dense mapping method (see Figure 6(c)) with the same reshaping parameter. Moreover, their method cannot generate smooth and

---

Figure 4: The white points in (a) are the unprojected 3D contour points before reshaping. The pink points in (b) are the 3D vertices corresponding to white points in (a) after reshaping, which causes inconsistent mapping. Figure (b) shows two kinds of inconsistency caused by occlusions after reshaping: 1) between nose and cheek, and 2) between cheeks. The pink points in (c) represent the corresponding contour points after reshaping without considering occlusion, which has established wrong mappings compared with (a). (d) is the result of our mapping method where the white contour is the same with (a) and the pink contour is the reshaped 3D model contour. Note that the wrong mapping points are successfully removed here.

Figure 5: Grid deformation through MLS and optimization. (a) The original uniform grid \(M_0\). (b) The grid after MLS based reshaping. (c) The optimized grid while fixing the control points.

Figure 6: Comparison with the baseline method. Given a frame from a portrait video (a), Xiao et al. [27]’s reshaping method produces artifacts (b) near the tip of the nose because the nose occludes the side face, while our method can still generate satisfactory results (c) with the same reshaping parameter.
coherent reshaping portrait video results. Please refer to the accompanying video for side-by-side comparison. The results show that our approach can robustly produce coherent reshaped portrait videos while the image-based method can easily lead to noticeable flickering artifacts.

6.3 Ablation studies
We also verify the design choices of our method by validating its two main stages, i.e., face reconstruction and video reshaping, respectively. We show the effectiveness of our design choices by comparing them with other baselines.

6.3.1 Face reconstruction. We first evaluate the effectiveness of our new dense flow energy. We compare our result to the result without using dense flow energy, and the result using dense flow energy but defined on the entire face.

In most cases, using dense flow energy helps to produce visually pleasing results. The stability difference between using dense flow energy or not is better to be seen in video sequence. It is worth noting that the dense flow energy can effectively suppress the effects of jittering landmarks near the face contour, but cannot eliminate them completely. If the landmarks themselves are jittering, the estimated transformations cannot be very smooth. Figure 7 shows the problematic case without discarding vertices inside the wrong regions of the flow map. The handshakes near the face cause wrong motion directions in the flow map, resulting in instability head transformations.

We then evaluate the contour energy which restricts the face model to align with the 2D face contour. It is more difficult to detect the landmarks of the side face compared to the frontal one. We found that the detected landmarks tend to have offset at the side when they are far away from the camera, leading to a poor alignment between the face model and its 2D face contour. For example, the landmarks near the eye have offset as shown in Figure 8(a). Figure 8(b) and Figure 8(c) show results without and with the contour energy, respectively. Although both results have similar eye locations, the one using contour energy achieves better alignment. For an image sequence, aligned contours result in continuous and stable face transformations.

6.3.2 Video reshaping. We first perform comparisons to demonstrate that our approach which combines MLS and grid optimization is meaningful and effective. Figure 9 shows the comparison with the MLS-only approach, the optimization-only approach, and our approach. It shows that the grid optimization is effective in correcting background distortion. And the MLS approach ensures the coherence of the face boundaries and the video stability. Besides, optimization-only approach requires a higher grid resolution (up to four times) to achieve similar results, but still has incoherent face boundary.

We then perform comparisons to prove that using SDF based dense boundary mapping is effective for preserving face reshaping consistency and the stability of the video. Figure 10(a) shows the
We use the optical flow algorithm provided by OpenCV to extract 100 sparse grid points to represent the face boundary as fixed control points. Two more energy terms are introduced in Eqn. 17 in order to obtain reasonable results (see Appendix for details).

The results are better than other baselines. In the case of a small degree of face reshaping, the defects are almost invisible and it can generally achieve video coherence. However, if the face is largely deformed, as shown in Figure 10(b), protrusions and gaps in the face boundary appear and they may affect video continuity. Also, the time consumed by this method is significantly increased.

Figure 11 shows the result of selecting control points based on dense mapping from SDF without using the 3D model information. This performs well in most cases, but has problem when the nose contour affects the face contour.

6.4 Implementation Details

We use the optical flow algorithm provided by OpenCV to extract the motion map, and use Gaussian sampling to get the motion value \( U_i \) of each projected face vertex instead of bilinear interpolation to avoid local minima and obtain smoother results [17]. We perform facial landmark detection as proposed in [4]. We use Ceres [1] to solve optimization in Section 4 and Section 5. For image warping, we set the grid dimension to 100 × 100 for all of our results.

Our implementation is on a desktop PC with AMD Ryzen 9 3950X CPU and 32GB memory. In the face reconstruction stage, pose estimation takes 120ms per frame on average, identity estimation computes only once and takes 321ms, and the expression estimation takes 150ms per frame. In the video reshaping stage, the 3D face deformation takes 160ms at the beginning. Image warping takes 266ms per frame, where MLS based image deformation and grid optimization take 71ms and 74ms, respectively.

The videos we used are all downloaded from public datasets or Youtube websites. The sources of each video are listed in Appendix.

7 DISCUSSIONS

All of our results show plausible reshaping without visible artifacts. However, our method still has some limitations. First, visual distortion may appear in the surrounding regions close to the face when large shape deformation is employed. Video inpainting methods [12] could be employed on background regions to further improve the results. Second, we note the fact that wrinkles will reduce and a double chin will appear when gaining weight on the face; while wrinkles will increase and a double chin will diminish when losing weight. But similar to reshaping portrait images [27], our approach cannot deal with such changes. Further, our current approach is fully unsupervised, which means it does not require any customized face priors, thus it can be directly used to process portrait videos in the wild. On the other hand, with the help of more pre-knowledge such as face shape, our method can be consequently adapted and accelerated to reshape portrait videos on the fly.

8 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the first method to reshape portraits in a video. Our video-based face reconstruction method is able to eliminate the effects of jittering landmarks and incorrect flow map, resulting in a steady 3D face model sequence with accurate identities and smooth transformations. We achieve a consistent video deformation by aligning the face model sequence with the face contours of the image sequence. We employ an SDF based approach to produce a dense and smooth mapping from the initial face to the reshaped face, which effectively minimizes the warping distortion and avoids visual artifacts after video reshaping. Extensive evaluations and comparisons demonstrate that our method can generate high-quality portrait video reshaping results.
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